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Workshop Objectives Summary

- Review outputs of previous mtgs, learn about GGP of ROK, advance design of an AP
- Identify priorities, themes of FA3
- Identify targets x prod systems, commodities, regions, social context
- Identify knowledge/capacity gaps
- Consider where GAA adds value
- Broaden GAA involvement
Six Steps towards preparing an AP

1. How the AP fits into overall goal of a Global Agenda? (Henning today)
2. What is the objective of this AP? (Pierre)
3. What are desired outcomes (ST, LT) and specific targets? (today)
4. What’s being done already and where are major gaps and constraints? (today)
5. What else needs to be done (core outputs) and who can do it? (tomorrow)
6. How to get started - next steps and resources needed? (Friday)
GAA has 6 functions, the AP may have 6 chapters (or + or -, as you propose :)

- Analytical work
- Knowledge-sharing and dialogue
- Capacity-building
- Piloting innovation
- Advocacy work
- Investment facilitation
It’s just that simple…

- so let’s get to work! Thank you Mr Chairman